Evolve!
Since the beginning of time we carved our names into our possessions.
Now we have something better!

Digital Tag System

We help people identify and
authenticate property with
modern technology!

• iTag digital tags, using a mobile device,
replace old-fashioned hand-written and labeled tags.
• They enable property owners to digitally write their contact
information so the tags can be scanned by mobile devices.
• Product Manufacturers can incorporate iTag digital tags
into their products to enhance authentication and build
brand value.
Retail Package (Part SET301EN)

Nylon Wrap (50mm x 20mm)

Adhesive Tag (10mm x 20mm)

Tie On
(30mm)

iTag is not a tracking system. It won’t help locate a lost item. It
will help someone who ﬁnds a lost item to return it to the property
owner. See reverse side for technical details. Retail packaged
iTag digital tags are pre-coded with a link to the iTag database.
Purchasers receive in-pack credentials to edit the database so
their personal information appears when an iTag is scanned by
a compatible mobile device. As an option, retailers can enroll as
Sponsors to customize tags they sell (see reverse side for details).

Product Manufacturers (PMs) can purchase bulk iTag digital
tags and incorporate them into their own products and use
the iTag.com database to manage them. PMs can place an
image and two lines of information in the top section of the
end-user’s screen such as serial/lot number, URL, etc. PMs
can also acquire their own tags and use the iTag database
to manage them.

Technical
iTags require mobile devices to be capable of Near Field Communication (NFC).
Most modern devices running Android have NFC built-in and do not require an app. Other
Android devices can use the iTag.com app on the Play Store. iPhone Xs and XR do not require
an app but other iPhones (7 and higher) require the iTag.com app found on the App Store. iTag
digital tags can be reprogrammed by purchasers and used as a link to a business card, website,
WiFi, Bluetooth, email, phone number, geo location, plain text, SMS text or launch an application.
Adhesive iTag is not recommended to be applied to solid metal objects. iTag digital tags are
waterproof. Database is hosted with Amazon Web Services. See iTag.com website and visit our
YouTube channel for further details on applications for iTag.

Sponsor Option
Retailers who want to place their logo and/or two lines of information
in the top portion of the user’s screen can sign-up as a Sponsor on
the iTag.com website. Using credentials found inside the Inner Pack,
a Sponsor can electronically place their information in all of the tags
in the Inner Pack with one easy upload.
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